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Effect of unitary impurities on non-STM types of tunneling in high-Tc superconductors
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~Received 29 December 1999!

Based on an extended Hubbard model, we present calculations of both the local~i.e., single-site! and
spatially averaged differential tunneling conductance ind-wave superconductors containing nonmagnetic im-
purities in the unitary limit. Our results show that a random distribution of unitary impurities of any concen-
tration can at most give rise to a finite zero-bias conductance~with no peak there! in spatially averaged
non-STM type of tunneling. This is in spite of the fact that local tunneling in the immediate vicinity of an
isolated impurity does show a conductance peak at zero bias. We also find that to give rise to even a small
zero-bias conductance peak in the spatially averaged type of tunneling the impurities must form dimers,
trimers, etc., along the@110# directions. In addition, we find that the most recently observed novel pattern of the
tunneling conductance around a single impurity by Panet al. @Nature ~London! 403, 746 ~2000!# can be
explained in terms of a realistic model of the tunneling configuration which gives rise to the experimental
results reported there. The key feature in this model is the blocking effect of the BiO and SrO layers which
exist between the tunneling tip and the CuO2 layer being probed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Several years ago, one of us~C.R.H.!1 showed that the
quasi-particle spectrum of ad-wave superconductor~DWSC!
contains a special class of excitations—called midgap st
~MS’s! in that reference—which have essentially zero ene
with respect to the Fermi energy, and are bound states
their wave functions localized at the vicinities of vario
kinds of defects in the system, such as a surface1 and a
grain2–4 or twin5 boundary. These MS’s form an ‘‘essential
dispersionless’’ branch of elementary excitations, in
sense that their momenta along a flat surface or interface
essentially range from2kF to kF ~Fermi momentum!, and
yet with almost no accompanied kinetic energy variatio
The existence of surface and interface MS’s appears to h
already been confirmed by several types of experiments6–8

An important question is whether a unitary impurity can a
give rise to MS’s. The MS’s have a topological origin, in th
sense that in the semiclassical WKBJ approximation, wh
makes these states truly midgap, their existence requires
satisfaction of one or more sign conditions only. More p
cisely, one can describe such a state in terms of one or m
~as a linear combination! closed classical orbits, each o
which must encounter two Andreev reflections by the p
potential at two different points of the Fermi surface whe
the pair potential@D(kW )# has opposite signs. For each M
formed at a specular surface, only one such closed orb
involved, so only one sign condition is required.1 For a MS
formed at a flat grain~or twin! boundary, modeled as a pla
nar interface with transmissivity 0,t,1 and different crys-
tal orientations on its two sides, two closed classical orb
are involved, corresponding to the possibility of transmiss
and reflection at the interface. Thus two sign conditions m
be satisfied simultaneously.4 If a unitary impurity could be
represented by a circular hole of a radius much larger t
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~9!/6027~10!/$15.00
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the Fermi wavelength, then quasiclassical argument can
expected to hold, and at least some nonvanishing numbe
midgap states should exist near its boundary. But whe
unitary impurity is of atomic size, such a quasiclassical
gument becomes dubious. In fact, if one thinks of scatter
by an impurity as a linear combination of infinite number
classical orbits, corresponding to the possibility of scatter
by all angles on the Fermi surface, then it would seem tha
infinite number of sign conditions would have to be satisfi
in order for the impurity to induce some midgap states, c
responding to requiring sign change of the pair potential
tween any two points on the Fermi surface, which clearly
not satisfied. This argument suggests that midgap states
not form near an impurity, or at least they will not be exac
midgap even in the semiclasscal approximation. Howev
this argument does not distinguish between a unitary im
rity and a nonunitary one. On the other hand, early tre
ments of a random distribution of unitary impurities
DWSC’s, based on the self-consistentt-matrix approxima-
tion, have indicated a broad peak at zero energy in the d
sity of states~DOS!.9 ~Even earlier similar studies onp-wave
SC’s also showed such peaks.10! Perhaps Balatskyet al. are
the first to mention within this context that a singleunitary
impurity in ad-wave SC will lead to two zero-energy boun
states ~per spin!, with energies 6e0.11 ~Buchholtz and
Zwicknagl made a similar statement much earlier forp-wave
superconductors.12! The t-matrix approximation employed in
all of these works, which includes a semiclassical appro
mation, restores particle-hole symmetry, which is not a v
good approximation in high-Tc superconductors~HTSC’s!.
Without this symmetry the energies of these MS’s are m
likely not exactly zero. Unlike MS’s at surfaces and inte
faces, which involve a small number of points on the Fer
surface only, and therefore can easily avoid the gap-n
directions, in the case of a state localized around an impu
6027 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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all points on the Fermi surface must be involved, includi
the nodal directions where the gap vanishes. Then for a s
whose energy is not exactly zero, its wave function must
able to leak to infinity near the nodal directions. That is, su
a state can not be a genuine bound state, and can only
resonant state. When there is a finite density of impurit
such wave functions should then possess a long-range i
action with each other via the ‘‘leakages,’’ leading presu
ably to a broad ‘‘impurity band.’’ The self-consisten
t-matrix approximation does not take this point into acco
properly, and is therefore not satisfactory.~However, see
Joynt13 for an opposite view, except on the assumption
particle-hole symmetry and the validity of neglecting ‘‘cros
ing diagrams’’ when performing impurity averaging in tw
dimensions. But we think that neglecting the crossing d
grams is precisely why that approximation cannot treat
impurity interaction properly.! A numerical approach ha
been introduced by Xiang and Wheatley14 to avoid these
shortcomings. For a single unitary impurity and a rand
distribution of unitary impurities it gave results in goo
agreement with thet-matrix approximation on the DOS. Nu
merical solutions of a lattice BCS model with nearest nei
bor attraction has also been employed by Onishiet al.,15 who
showed~i! their exist two essentially zero-energy states~per
spin! localized around an impurity,~ii ! their wave functions
have long tails in the nodal directions,~iii ! as a result such
states localized around two impurities separated by a la
distance in comparison with the coherence lengthj0 can still
interact with each other, leading to a broad impurity ba
Thus the general picture outlined above appears to be
firmed. But Ref. 14 probably also assumed particle-h
symmetry since it plotted the DOS for positive energy on
whereas in Ref. 15 onlym50 is considered which has exa
particle-hole symmetry. Numerical diagonalization meth
has also been applied to particle-hole nonsymmetric mo
to study impurity effects, but without addressing the qu
tions raised here. See, for example, Ref. 16. Rather,
work and several other works17 debated on whether there
localization in the impurity band—a topic which is not o
concern here. Instead, we wish to address the roles playe
unitary impurities in single-particle tunneling. In particula
it has been noted that MS’s formed at surfaces and interfa
of DWSC’s can lead to an observable zero-bias conducta
peak~ZBCP! in tunneling.1,4,18–21Indeed, several recent tun
neling experiments performed with22 STM/S and other tun-
neling techniques23 on HTSC single crystals and epitaxi
thin films have shown that inab-plane tunneling a very
prominent ZBCP can be observed, especially on$110% sur-
faces. The observed ZBCP exists continuously for long d
tances along the surfaces, and the observed tunneling c
acteristics can be quantitatively fitted by a generaliz
Blonder-Tinkham-Klapwijk theory24 which includes the ef-
fects of the MS’s formed on such surfaces of DWSC’s. A
suming that this interpretation is correct, a question one
ask next is ‘‘can unitary impurities be responsible for at le
some of the observed ZBCP’s?’’ This question is meaning
since ZBCP’s have been observed ubiquitously in all kin
of tunneling settings, and some of them may not poss
surface and interface MS’s~see Ref. 4 for a review.! Theo-
retical results reviewed above, although not conclusive, s
to suggest that unitary impurities can also give rise
te
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ZBCP’s. But experimental evidence in non-STM/S types
tunneling seem to suggest the contrary. To see that this is
case, one must first exclude ZBCP’s observed inab-plane
tunneling, and on tunneling performed on polycrystaline a
ceramic samples, since in these cases contributions from
surface and interface MS’s can most likely domina
~Whereas no MS’s can form on a flat$100% surface of a
DWSC,1 surface roughness can reverse this conclusio25

Thus we excludea-axis and$n0m%-directional tunneling as
well, if nÞ0.! One is left with c-axis tunneling on single
crystals and epitaxial thin films only.~Nominal c-axis point-
contact measurements may actually be seeing someab-plane
tunneling, since the tunneling tips have been pushed into
HTSC samples in these measurements. So they should
be excluded.! Even in the surestc-axis tunneling cases on
must still distinguish between STM/S-type tunneling, whi
can explore the tunneling characteristics in the close vicin
of a single isolated impurity, and the other nonlocalized tu
neling techniques, which see a spatially averaged tunne
characteristics. For the later type, the spectral weight of
impurity contribution must not be too low to be observed,
the impurity concentration must not be too low. It is this kin
of tunneling which we are interested in here, since we s
pect that once the spectral weight is sufficiently large,
interaction between a random distribution of impurities w
also be so large that it still can not give a ZBCP, but only
finite conductance at zero bias,G(0), as alocal minimum or
even an extra dip. Searching the literature, we find th
more recently published papers reporting the STM/S res
on the observation of a ZBCP-like feature in the vicinity
an impurity.26–28For nonlocalized tunneling, we find at mo
a few cases which can weakly suggest that the small ZBC
observed in them might originate from impurities.29 ~Even in
these cases, it is not clear whether MS’s could have form
at some exposed CuO2 edges at the interface with the insu
lating barrier. The epitaxial films might also have gra
boundaries which could host MS’s.! Most c-axis tunneling
data which exhibit a clear gap feature show a minimum
zero bias, with some showing essentially simpled-wave be-
havior, with very smallG(0),30 and some showing nearl
d-wave behavior but with a finiteG(0).31 Still others show
features on both sides of zero bias, giving the impression
there is an extra dip at zero bias.32 Very few publications
seem to have systematically studied the impurity effects
c-axis tunneling. We find one: Hancotteet al.33 showed that
Zn substitution (<1%) in the CuO2 planes of BSCCO
~2212! causedG(0) to markedly increase, accompanied by
reduced gap. Here the spectral weight of impurity effects
clearly large enough, yet not even a trace of a ZBCP w
observed.

More recently, the quasiparticle properties around a sin
impurity have been investigated in more detail in a tw
dimensional t-J model,34,35 with a focus on whether the
ZBCP observed with STM/S near an impurity is split or no
The purpose of this paper is, on the other hand, to attemp
answer the following precise question: Assuming th
HTSC’s are DWSC’s, and isolated unitary impurities do po
sess near-zero energy resonant states which can be obs
as a ZBCP-like feature by STM/S in the close vicinity
such an impurity, can any concentration of a random dis
bution of unitary impurities be able to give rise to an obse
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able ZBCP~of any width! in non-STM/S types of tunneling
or there must be some spatial correlation in the impu
distribution before a ZBCP can appear in such types of t
neling? For this purpose we have performed an exten
numerical study. We have introduced the supercell techni
so that the finite-size effects from the exact diagonalizat
can be overcome, and the desired energy resolution ca
obtained. This technique has the ability to treat well the i
purity of atomic size. Moreover, the band structure effe
can be incorporated in a natural way. The results show
conductance behavior is sensitive to the position of
chemical potential within the band and to the impurity co
figuration at the atomic scale. Our results have indeed c
firmed our suspicion that for a simple random distribution
unitary impurities, either their spectral weight is too low f
their effects to be observable in non-STM types of tunneli
or their interaction is so strong that only a finiteG(0) is
obtained as a local minimum rather than a peak, because
impurity band has spread wide, with the center of its con
bution to the density-of-states function lower than its tw
sides. In addition, we find that if only enough number of t
unitary impurities form nearest neighbors along the@11# di-
rections in a CuO2 plane, henceforth called ‘‘@11#-directional
dimers,’’ then a weak ZBCP can appear in non-STM types
tunneling.~We also find that if enough such impurities for
@11#-directional trimers, then the ZBCP can be even talle
and narrower, but the chance of forming such alignment
an actual sample is probably very low. On the other hand,
think that dimers can probably form with not very low pro
ability.! Furthermore, we have also shown that the most
cently observed pattern~by STM/S! of the local tunneling
conductance around a single impurity28 can be explained by
taking into account that the STM/S tip in that experiment
separated from the CuO2 plane under probe by a BiO laye
and a SrO layer. Therefore, the tunneling tip cannot comm
nicate with the atom directly below it in the CuO2 plane, due
to the blocking effect of the atoms directly above it in t
BiO and SrO layers. Rather, we think that the measured ‘
cal tunneling conductance’’ by the tunneling tip on a Cu s
in the CuO2 plane is actually that averaged over a local
gion around that site, excluding the contribution from t
atom at that site, because of the blocking effect just
scribed. Using this very reasonable postulate, we find tha
can at least semiquantitatively understand the pattern
served in Ref. 28, including why it peaks at the impurity si
and vanishes at its four nearest neighbor Cu sites, etc.

II. THEORETICAL METHOD

To model decoupled copper-oxygen layers in HTSC’s,
consider the single-band extended Hubbard model define
a two-dimensional square lattice~lattice constanta) with
nearest-neighbor hopping, and on-site repulsive and nea
neighbor attractive interactions.14 For our purpose, we intro
duce supercells each with sizeNxa3Nya. We then define
the supercell Bloch states labeled by a wave vectork and a
site indexi within the supercell. In the mean field theory, th
task becomes to exactly diagonalize the Bogoliubov–
Gennes~BdG! equations36
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S H ij ~k! D ij ~k!

D ij
†~k! 2H ij ~k!

D S uj
n,k

v j
n,kD 5En,kS ui

n,k

v i
n,kD . ~1!

Here ui
n,k and v i

n,k are the Bogoliubov amplitudes corre
sponding to the eigenvalueEn,k .

H ij ~k!52teik•dad i1d,j1~U i2m!d ij , ~2!

D ij 5D0~ i!d ij 1Dd~ i!eik•dad i1d,j , ~3!

wheret is the hopping integral,m is the chemical potential
d56 x̂,6 ŷ are the unit vectors along the crystallinea
and b axes, and kx,y52pnx,y /Mx,yNx,ya with nx,y
50,1,2, . . . ,Mx,y21. Mx,yNx,ya is the linear dimension
of the whole system, which is assumed to be made ofM
5Mx3M y supercells. The single-site nonmagnetic impur
scattering is represented byU i5U0( i8PId i8,i with the sum-
mation over the set of impurity sites. The self-consistent p
potentials are in turn expressed in terms of the wave fu
tions (ui ,v i):

D0~ i!5
g0

M (
n,k

ui
n,k~v i

n,k!* tanh~En,k/2kBT!, ~4!

Dd~ i!5
g1

2M (
n,k

@ui
n,k~v i1d

n,k !* e2 ik•da

1ui1d
n,k ~v i

n,k!* eik•da#tanh~En,k/2kBT!, ~5!

where kB is the Boltzmann constant andT is the absolute
temperature. In the case of repulsive on-site (g0,0) and
nearest-neighbor attractive (g1.0) interactions, thed-wave
pairing state is favored, the amplitude of which is defined
Dd( i)5@D x̂a

( i)1D2 x̂a
( i)2D x̂b

( i)2D2 x̂b
( i)#/4.

We define the local differential-tunneling-conductan
~DTC! by37

Gi~E!52
2

M (
n,k

@ uui
n,ku2f 8~En,k2E!

1uv i
n,ku2f 8~En,k1E!#, ~6!

where the prefactor 2 comes from the twofold spin deg
eracy andf 8(E) is the derivative of the Fermi distribution
function f (E)5@exp(E/kBT)11#21. Gi(E) can theoretially be
measured by STM experiments.~However, see later for a
possible complication when the probed layer and the STM
tip are separated by other atomic layers.! The spatially aver-
aged DTC is defined byG(E)[( iGi(E)/NxNy , which can
essentially be measured in many non-STM/S types of tun
ing experiments~planar, ramp, etc.!. ~But squeezable junc
tions might measure something in between, depending on
pressure applied.!

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In the numerical calculation, we take the supercell s
Nx5Ny535, the number of supercellsM5636, and the
temperaturekBT50.02t. The lattice sites within one super
cell are indexed as (i x ,i y) with i x and i y each ranging from
1 to 35. In addition, we use the bulk value of the ord
parameter as an input to diagonalize Eq.~1! and the defor-
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mation of the order parameter near the impurity is ignor
~This approximation should be quite acceptable for the qu
tions we wish to answer here.! In the bulk system, the
d-wave order parameter has the formDk52Dd(coskxa
2coskya), where kx,y are thex and y components of the
wave vector defined on the whole system. Table I lists
resultingd-wave pair potentialDd and coherence lengthj0
5\vF /pDmax for the chosen values ofg1 andm, wherevF
is the Fermi velocity andDmax54Dd is the maximum energy
gap. The choice of the maximum energy gap is consis
with the bulk gap structure exhibited in the bulk DOS. In t
calculation ofDd , an arbitrary negative value ofg0 can be
taken.

A. The cases of a single impurity and a small cluster of
impurities

The quasiparticle property near a single impurity in
DWSC is complicated, and whether the energy of quasip
ticle resonant states is exactly zero~relative to the Fermi
energy! or whether the zero~or near-zero! energy states are
split is very sensitive to the band structure and the impu
strength. To give a clear answer or clue to this question,
first consider the case of weak or moderately strong im
rity. Figure 1 plots the local DTC as a function of bias d
rectly on the single-site impurity~a! and one lattice constan
away~b!. As shown in Fig. 1, when the impurity scattering
weak (U052.5t), the local DTC on the impurity site has
peak below the Fermi energy, which is consistent with
earlier study within the continuum theory;11 while that at the
nearest-neighboring site to the impurity has a double p
structure, one above and the other below the Fermi ene
When the impurity scattering becomes stronger (U0510t),
the peak on the local DTC on the impurity site is push
toward the Fermi energy with the amplitude strongly su
pressed; nevertheless the double peaks on the local DT
the nearest-neighbor site converge to each other and th
tensity is enhanced. Sincem50 in this calculation, the band
is globally particle-hole symmetric. Therefore the nonze
energy resonant states shown above originates from the
particle-hole symmetry breaking. Differently, when the im
purity scattering goes to the unitary limit, whether there e
ists the particle-hole symmetry depends on solely on the
sition of chemical potential within the band.

In all the following discussions, the single-site impuri
potential strength is taken to beU05100t, so it is practically
in the unitary limit. In Fig. 2 the local DTC is plotted as
function of bias near one single-site impurity located at s
(18,18) for various values ofm but with g152t fixed. The
bias is normalized toDmax. The tunneling point is one lattice

TABLE I. The values ofd-wave order parameter and coheren
length for several sets of parameter values. The temperature
T50.02t.

m/t g1 /t Dd /t j0 /a

0 2 0.241 1.33
20.4 2 0.229 1.32
20.4 1.5 0.139 2.17
21 2 0.164 1.68
.
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constant away from the impurity along the (10) directio
i.e., at~19,18!. As is shown, whenm50 where the particle-
hole symmetry holds, a sharp zero-bias conductance pea
exhibited. Whenm deviates from zero, the line shape of th
local DTC becomes asymmetric with respect to the zero
ergy position. The peak near zero energy is seen to show
incomplete splitting and the height of this peak is decreas
The extent of splitting increases with the deviation ofm from
zero. This result is quite different from the case of
$110%-oriented surface, where an unsplit zero-energy pea
the local DTC shows up regardless of the position of
chemical potential. The similarity between the result o
tained here by solving the extended Hubbard model and
corresponding result we obtained earlier by solving thet-J
model35 indicates that our conclusion about the splitting
the ZBCP is, at least in the mean field level, model indep
dent. Next, we show that when more than one unitary im
rities are present in the SC, the local DTC heavily depe
on the impurity configuration. In Fig. 3, we plot the loc
DTC in a DWSC with two and three impurities forming
@11#-directional nearest-neighbor dimer and trimer, resp
tively, for g152t andm52t. Without loss of generality, the
impurity positions are placed at sites~17,19! and~18,18! for
the dimer case, and at sites~17,19!, ~18,18!, and~19,17! for

at

FIG. 1. The local differential tunneling conductance as a fu
tion of a bias at the site directly on the site~18,18! ~a! and~19,18!
~b! in a DWSC with each supercell containing one single impur
located at site~18,18!. The impurity strengthU052.5t ~solid line!
and 10t ~dashed line!. The other parametersm50 andg152t.
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the trimer case. The measured position is still at site~19,18!.
As can be seen clearly, the near-zero-energy peaks in
local DTC for the single impurity case are strongly pull
toward zero energy in the dimer case. In the trimer case,
zero-energy peak is even more pronounced. To check
point more seriously, we have also calculated the low
positive eigenvalues for the system composed of one su
cell with one single impurity, and two impurities with differ
ent relative positions forg152t andm52t. We find that a
single impurity leads to two near-zero-energy states per s
one just above and one just below the Fermi energy.
absolute energy corresponding to these two eigenstate
roughly 0.1t. ~It is not zero because there is no particle-ho
symmetry in this model study.! But for the two impurities
positioned as nearest neighbors of each other along the@11#
direction, the lowest positive eigenenergy is only abo
0.03t. If two impurities are positioned as nearest neighbor

FIG. 2. The local differential tunneling conductance as a fu
tion of bias in a DWSC with each supercell containing one sin
impurity located at site~18,18! for m50 ~solid line!, 20.4t ~dashed
line!, and 2t ~short-dashed line!. The parameter value ofg1 is
taken to be 2t. The measure point is at~19,18!.

FIG. 3. The local differential tunneling conductance as a fu
tion of bias in ad-wave superconductor with each supercell co
taining one single impurity~solid line! at site ~18,18!, and two
~dashed line! at sites ~17,19! and ~18,18!, and three impurities
~short-dashed line! at sites~17,19!, ~18,18! and~19,17! aligned con-
secutively along the$110% direction. The parametersg152t and
m52t. The measure point is at site~19,18!.
he

e
is

st
r-

in,
e
is

t
f

each other along the@10# direction, the lowest positive eigen
value is roughly 0.09t, which is very close to the value fo
isolated impurities. In Fig. 4, we have plotted the variation
the lowest positive eigenvalue with the distance between
imputities aligned along the@11# direction. When two impu-
rities are far apart, the lowest positive eigenvalue oscilla
between;0.105t and;0.079t, around the value;0.1t for
isolated impurities, as the distance between the two imp
ties are increased. This oscillation is a clear indication of
long range interaction between two impurities that we ha
already discussed.~The long tails of the wave function of a
bound state around a unitary impurity in the nodal directio
are oscillating in Fermi wavelength, so the sign of the int
action between two impurities can change with distanc!
When two impurities form a@11#-directional dimer, they
combine to play the role of a very short$11% edge. That is,
they drastically enhanced the probability for specular refl
tion by this edge, so the nearest-to-zero eigenenergies
come very close to zero energy. This analysis demonstr
that the closest-to-zero eigenenergies due to the presen
impurities are very sensitive to the short-range correlati
in the impurity configuration. Furthermore, we plot in Fig.
the number of near-zero eigenenergy states versus the n

-
e

-
-

FIG. 5. The number of near-zero energy states versus the n
ber of impurities aligned consecutively along the$110% direction in
the CuO2. The parametersg152t andm52t.

FIG. 4. The lowest positive eigenvalue as a function of t
distance between two impurities aligned along the$110% direction
in the CuO2 plane. The parametersg152t andm52t.
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ber of impurities aligned consecutively along the@11# direc-
tion. In this calculation, each state with its eigenval
smaller than 0.04t is counted as a near-zero-energy state.
the result shows, the number of near-zero-energy state
creases almost linearly with the length of a@11#-directional
impurity line. We also find that, as the number of impuriti
is increased, there are more and more states with their ei
energy approaching zero, which confirms from an alterna
aspect that the appearance of the ZBCP in the$110%-oriented
DWSC tunnel junctions is independent of the position ofm
in the band.

Most recently, Panet al.28 have performed an STM stud
on the effect of a single zinc~Zn! impurity atom on the
quasiparticle local density of states~LDOS! in BSCCO. In
addition to revealing the predicted highly localized fourfo
quasiparticle cloud around the impurity, the imaging a
exhibited a novel distribution of the near-zero-resona
energy LDOS near the impurity. In contrast to the existi
theories, which give a vanishing LDOS directly at the site
the unitary impurity, and vanishing or low values on a
atomic sites along the@11# directions and at the (20) an
(02) sites, it was observed that the LDOS at the resona
energy has the strongest intensity directly on the Zn s
scattering from which is believed to be in the unitary lim
In addition, the LDOS at the resonance energy has ne
local minima at the four Cu nearest-neighbor atoms to the
atom, and has local maxima at the second- and third-nea
neighbor Cu atoms. The intensity of the LDOS on t
second-nearest-neighbor Cu atoms is larger than that on
third-nearest-neighbor Cu atoms. Although this unexpec
phenomenon might indicate strong correlation effects,
would rather try to explain it from an alternative point
view. Superconductivity in HTSC’s is believed to origina
in the CuO2 plane, and the STM/S tip at low bias is known
be probing such a plane closest to the surface. But the S
tip is also known to be separated from this plane by a B
layer and a SrO layer. The BiO layer is believed to be se
conducting and the SrO layer, insulating. So low-ene
electrons can go through them. However, the hard core
the atoms surely can block the tunneling current from
rectly going through them. We therefore postulate that t
neling occurs from the tip to the atoms within a small circ
lar area in the CuO2 plane directly below the tip, excep
those atoms blocked in the above sense. In addition, we
tulate that the linear dimension of the small circular area
only a little larger than the lattice constanta, because the
negative-exponential dependence of the tunneling curren
distance implies that we need only include the closest se
atoms thatcan contribute to the tunneling current.~That is,
they are not blocked by the atoms in the BiO and SrO lay
closer to the surface than the CuO2 layer being probed.!
Then the tip above a given Zn or Cu site in the CuO2 plane
sees only its four nearest-neighbor sites in that plane. Th
fore, we propose that the actual measured LDOS at a Z
Cu site is essentially the sum of the contributions from
four nearest~Cu or Zn! neighbors. The measured local DT
should then be related to the calculated local DTC by
relation.
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In Fig. 6, part~a!, the spatial distribution of the calculate
bare@i.e., before the transformation given in Eq.~7!# DTC at
zero bias is displaced in a three-dimensional plot. It includ
the effects of all four near-zero-energy resonant states~two
per spin! localized around a unitary impurity.38 The tempera-
ture is assumed to be atkBT50.02t ~or T.0.1Tc) in the
calculation. The parameter valuesg151.5t and m520.4t
are chosen to obtain a single near-zero-bias conducta
peak. These values are not yet optimized, since at the pre
time we only wish to establish the essential correctness
our idea. In Fig. 6, part~b!, a planar ‘‘bubble plot’’ of the
same data is given, where the size of each black dot is
rectly proportional to the calculated bare-DTC at that latt
site. ~Our calculation, being tight binding in nature, give
DTC values only at the lattice sites, unlike the observed d
which gives a continuous variation of the DTC between
atomic sites.! In Fig. 6, parts~c! and ~d!, similar plots are
given for the calculated transformed-DTC based on Eq.~7!.
It is clear from comparing these plots with Fig. 3~b! and ~c!
of Ref. 28 that the calculated transformed-DTC distributi
agrees quite well, at least qualitatively, with the measu
DTC distribution at the resonant energy in that reference

As a crude quantitative comparison between our pred
tion based on Eq.~7! and the measure data of Panet al., we
have listed in Table II the normalized measured values
Pan et al. @based on Fig. 4~a! in Ref. 28#, our normalized
calculated bare values, and our normalized calculated tr
formed values@by using Eq.~7!#, of the local DTC at various
lattice sites near a Zn impurity@which is defined to be the
~00! site#, up to the third nearest-neighbor@i.e., the~20! and
~02!# sites. Within each row of data, the normalization
such that the largest value becomes unity.@For the first and
third rows of data, this occurs at the~00! site, but for the
second row of data, this occurs at the~10! and ~01! sites,
because the calculated bare value of the local DTC at
resonant energy vanishes at the~00! site.# We admit that this
comparison is only a very crude one, since our tight-bind
result for the DTC distribution, which exists at the Zn an
Cu sites only, and not continuously in between them, sho
strictly speaking, be compared with some integrated resu
the measured local DTC. But in the first row of Table II w
have only listed the measured local DTC values right at
Zn and near-by Cu sites, with no integration performed.
fact, we strongly believe that the agreement will be mu
better if we do perform properly such an integration of t
measured data before comparison with our prediction,
may be seen by comparing our prediction given in Fig.
part ~d!, and the Fig. 3~b! of Ref. 28, or the three-
dimensional figure on the cover page of the March 20
issue of Physics Today.39 This is particularly so with regard
to the relative heights of the local DTC measured at the~10!
or ~01! sites, and those at the~20! and~02! sites. The former
is larger than the latter in the data given in the first row
Table II, and in Fig. 4~a! of Ref. 28, where the data in th
first row of Table II came from. However, since at the m
ment we have not figured out the proper way to do t
integration, we shall leave that to a future publication.~An
even better theory should generate a continuous local DT
a plane, to be directly compared with the measured d
with no integration needed. This possibility will also b
looked into later.! In spite of the fact that the compariso
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FIG. 6. Spatial distribution of the differential tunneling conductance at zero bias: The three-dimensional display in the whole s
before summation over four nearest-neighboring Cu sites~a! and the corresponding two-dimensional bubble view in a small region nea
impurity ~b!; the three-dimensional display after summation~c! and the corresponding two-dimensional bubble view~d!. The bubble size on
each Cu site represents the conductance magnitude. The parametersg151.5t andm520.4t.
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presented in Table II is only a very crude one, we believ
still strongly suggests that our idea is essentially correct,
though the model clearly can and should be improved
order to give a local DTC distribution which existscontinu-
ously in a two-dimensional plane, as has been observed.

B. The case of randomly distributed impurities

In Fig. 7, we have plotted thespatially averagedDTC for
different concentrations of impurities contained in t

TABLE II. Comparison between the measured STM/S local d
ferential tunneling conductance at the near-zero-bias resonan
ergy by Panet al. ~Ref. 28! at the Zn impurity site~00!, the nearest-
neighbor sites~10! and ~01!, the next-nearest-neighbor site~11!,
and the third nearest-neighbor sites~20! and ~02!, ~the first row!,
and the calculated values for the local differential tunneling cond
tance at zero bias at the same sites before the transformation@ac-
cording to Eq.~7!# ~the second row!, and after the transformation
~the third row!. The data in each row is normalized so that t
largest value is unity, which occurs at the~00! site in the first and
the third rows, but at the~10! and ~01! sites in the second row.

(00) ~10! and ~01! ~11! ~20! and ~02!

1.00 0.18 0.29 0.13
0.000 1.000 0.078 0.113
1.000 0.068 0.593 0.384
it
l-
n

DWSC. The parameters chosen areg152t and m52t.
When the supercell contains only one impurity, because
spectral weight from the impurities is too small for this de
sity (0.08%) of impurities, only a very small spatially ave

-
n-

-

FIG. 7. The spatially averaged differential tunneling condu
tance as a function of bias in ad-wave superconductor with eac
supercell containing one single impurity~i.e., the impurity concen-
tration c is about 0.08%! ~solid line!, a random distribution of im-
purities with c51.28% ~dashed line!, and 62.5% of the randomly
distributed impurities of the former case changed to diago
dimers~short-dashed line!. The parametersg152t andm52t.
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6034 PRB 62JIAN-XIN ZHU, C. S. TING, AND CHIA-REN HU
aged zero-bias DTCG(0) appears, without a slight trace of
ZBCP. At this low concentration of impurities,G(V) prac-
tically reflects the bulkd-wave DOS. The conductance pea
outside the positive maximum energy gap stems from
van Hove singularity. To increase the spectral weight of
impurity contribution toG(V), one needs to increase th
density of impurities, in presumably a random distributio
But as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 7, in which t
randomly distributed impurity density has been increased
1.28%, one still does not obtain an observable ZBCP in s
tially averagedG(V), but only a finite spatially average
G(0) as a local minimum. This we think is because the wa
functions of the near-zero-energy resonant states around
impurities have tails along the near-nodal directions, the
teraction between such states at different impurity positi
~especially between those impurities not very far away fr
each other! is so large that the contributions from these sta
to the DTC has spread into a wide band with actually low
value at the band center~i.e., zero bias! than at the band
edges. This is consistent with the fact that in mostc-axis
non-STM-types of tunneling experiments, only a finiteG(0)
is observed, without showing a peak there of any shape
width.

Compared with the single impurity case plotted by t
solid line, it is clear thatG(0) is enhanced at this muc
higher density of randomly distributed impurities, showi
that the spectral weight of the impurity contribution at th
density of impurities is clearly no longer negligible. Yet n
trace of a ZBCP is obtained. On the other hand, we find
at the same concentration of impurities, if a good portion
these impurities form@11#-directional dimers~with separa-
tion A2a between the two impurities in each such dimer! but
still with random orientations, a small observable ZBCP
exhibited inG(V) ~see the short-dashed line in Fig. 7!, in
which 62.5% of the impurities form such dimers. We ha
also calculated the wave function near the two impurit
forming such a dimer and found that the wave function a
plitude is very small along the alignment direction of the tw
impurities, but has an oscillatory behavior perpendicular
the alignment direction. This highly anisotropic behavior
the wave function may have drastically suppressed the in
action between the impurities. The height of the ZBCP
pends on the total number of impurities forming such dime
We also find that if some impurities form@11#-directional
trimers, the amplitude of the ZBCP can be enhanced e
further. But we deem the probability for three impurities
form such a trimer in an actual system is very small, but
assumption that some impurities can form@11#-directional
dimers should be reasonable. Thus we propose that th
how impurities can possibly contribute to some of the o
served ZBCP’s, and why often ZBCP’s are not observed
c-axis nonlocalized tunneling, even in samples which ha
been deliberately introduced some substantial amount of
stitutional nonmagnetic zinc~Zn! impurities.33
e
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IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we have made detailed calculations of b
the local and the spatially averaged differential tunnel
conductance in DWSC’s containing nonmagnetic impurit
in the unitary limit. Our results show the following:~1! Pre-
viously we have shown35 that the local conductance behavi
near zero energy at the sites near a unitary impurity is s
sitive to how well the particle-hole symmetry is satisfied, a
how large is the error of using a semiclassical WKBJ a
proximation to treat the problem. Here we have demo
strated that conclusion is model independent.~2! We also
find that the conductance behavior is very sensitive to
impurity configuration. For the single-impurity case, a r
cently obtained LDOS imaging at the resonance energy
been explained in terms of a model where the blocking eff
of the atoms in the BiO and SrO layers are taken into
count, so that the tunneling tip does not probe the local d
sity of states of the Cu or Zn site directly below it, but rath
essentially the sum of those of its four nearest neighbor s
Furthermore, our study allows us to conclude that unit
impurities can contribute to an observable ZBCP in non
calized tunneling if and only if a substantial number of im
purities form@11#-directional dimers~and trimers, etc.!. On
the other hand a simple random distribution of unitary imp
rities either has too low a spectral weight to contribute o
servably to nonlocalized tunneling, or their interaction is
ready so strong that they can only produce a finite value
zero bias in nonlocalized tunneling conductance without g
ing a peak there of any shape or width. An ultimate test
this scenario would require:~i! the observation of a ZBCP in
STM/S tunneling in the close vicinity of a unitary impurity
~which is already achieved recently!; ~ii ! the nonobservation
of a ZBCP in non-STM/S types ofc-axis tunneling on a
single-crystal sample with any concentration of the sa
type of impurities which are confirmed to not have form
@11#-directional dimers~or trimers, etc.!; and~iii ! the appear-
ance of a small ZBCP in the same types of tunneling exp
ments when the impurity distribution is established to co
tain such dimers~or trimers, etc.!. Such an ultimate test ma
be asking too much from the experimentalists, but the f
that this scenario is consistent with many diverse tunne
observations give us much confidence on it being at le
close to the truth.
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